Recently, many historical texts have become digitized and made accessible for search and browsing. Professionals who work with collections of such texts often need to verify the correctness of documents' key metadata -their creation dates. In this paper, we demonstrate an interactive system for estimating the age of documents. It may be useful not only for tagging a large number of undated documents, but also for verifying already known timestamps. In order to infer probable dates, we rely on a large scale lexical corpora, Google Books Ngrams. Besides estimating the document creation year, the system also outputs evidences to support age detection and reasoning process and allows testing different hypotheses about document's age.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have witnessed massive digitalization of historical texts carried by libraries, museums and other memory institutions. Old books, news articles, letters and other documents have been scanned, subject to optical character recognition and made available to public. Project Gutenberg 1 , Google Books 2 and Internet Archive Text Collection 3 are examples of such initiatives. Many times, custodians of such collections or researchers do not know the exact age of archived texts, or they may be suspicious about the correctness of document creation dates. Given an input document, a professional may then wish to know whether the provided timestamp is accurate or, in cases when the timestamp is missing, to infer it by automatically "carbon-dating" the document content. Automatically generating or verifying temporal metadata of historical texts should help with document annotation, management, authorship attribution and, in general, with their better understanding. Typical approaches to document timestamping are based on the phenomenon of the language change over time [8] and rely on employing features derived from Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017 [3, 6, 7] , language models [2, 4, 5] or utilizing diachronic frequencies of words [1, 11] to determine document age. Despite these advances, still there is lack of a system for computing document age in an interactive way. Furthermore, existing solutions only generate the final answers and, in general, they do not output convincing evidences to support calculated document creation dates. We believe that interactive visualization systems are needed for professionals working with documents who should appreciate investigatory functionalities to test diverse hypotheses and to formulate their final judgments based on the sets of concrete proofs.
The proposed demo provides, in a visual and interactive way, contextual temporal knowledge about input documents based on the associated large scale and long-term corpora. The system is available online 4 to experiment with. Besides directly helping to reason about the document date, it can be useful in supporting the design of more complex methods for timestamping historical documents, it could be potentially helpful for improving OCR error recognition and can support general document investigation.
DATASET
To accomplish our objectives, we need a dataset large enough to support drawing valid conclusions. We use Google Books Ngrams 5 compiled from the Google Books project which claims to contain data derived from about 5% of books ever published. The datasets were created in 2009 based on automatically scanned books which were originally published between 1600 and 2000 and were subject to Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The data on ngram frequency is available for each year for the last two centuries. For example, on average, 1-gram dataset contains 17.9 billion words per decade. This demands efficient infrastructure to store and effectively utilize the whole data.
Google Books Ngram datasets have been used for culturonomics [9] which is a study of the changes in word usage and cultural trends over time. In this work, we use Google Books Ngrams for the purpose of guessing document age and for reasoning about its temporal characteristics. To remove tokens generated as a result of OCR errors or those specific only to a particular document or author, we applied a threshold on the frequency of words in each decade equal to 300. Fig. 1 shows the main interface to the demo system which can be accessed through a web browser. The input text form at the top of the browser window is for entering the target text content. A user also has an option to use sample texts from the Internet Archive Text & Book Collection 6 . The time slider for setting the time range (denoted later as T) helps to limit the scope of age estimation, when the user wishes to analyze more closely the probability of text creation in a particular period. Users can select other parameters for estimating the text age such as number of grams, n, and (described further in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2), and then can choose one of the age detection methods from the "Merge Algorithm" section. Additional options (under the "Ngram matching" label in Fig. 1 ) let user decide whether word case and punctuations should be considered in ngram detection and matching steps. Finally, the "Command" section allows executing additional functionalities such as outputting the full list of ngrams together with their weights and occurrence counts in text. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Age Estimation
After a user inputs the target text content in the provided text form 7 and sets the desired time frame of analysis, he or she can select the length of ngrams (option "Database" in Fig. 1 ) that will be used for age detection or he or she can choose an option to use all lengths of ngrams at once (n={1,2,3,4,5}). For a given n, all ngrams of length n will be extracted from the input text and matched to the underlying datasets. This is done by employing a sliding window(s) of length n over the input text. Each ngram found in the text is searched in the database so that the frequency plot of the ngram can be constructed over the selected time frame. The resulting plot is then normalized by first dividing the ngram count in each given year by the total sum of ngram counts contained in the dataset for this year. This step is carried to 6 https://archive.org/details/texts 7 The system also permits input through a batch mode where documents in .txt, .doc or similar format are taken and the age detection results (i.e., probability distribution of the creation date, and the final estimated date) are returned.
remove the effect of varying data sizes in different years 8 . Next, each normalized plot (one plot for each ngram) is converted to the probability distribution over the user-set time scope so that the sum of values from each year within the chosen time frame is equal to 1. The resulting distribution plots for all the ngrams extracted from the input text are then aggregated to compute the average plot. In particular, the final aggregate plot is the weighted average of the probability plots of all individual ngrams from the input text. There is also an option in the system to use only unique ngrams that occur in the target text. The score S(y i ) in the merged plot for a year y i is given by:
M is the number of ngrams found in the input text, P(t j |y j ) is the estimated probability of an ngram t j at year y i as evaluated on the Google Book Ngram datasets according to the description shown above, and w j are the weights decided by one of several possible choices to be defined bellow. The weights are based on the shapes of the ngram distribution plots. In other words, individual plots for given ngrams may count to varying extent when constructing the final distribution plot for the whole input text. The following options are provided:
Non-weighted simple sum: this option assumes equal weights (w j =1) for aggregating plots of each ngram and is a default choice.
Average frequency of ngrams: here the weight of a given ngram is bound to the average frequency of the ngram in the dataset according to the intuition that the more common the ngram is, the more it should count for the age determination. Less frequent ngrams are susceptible to noise, hence, the frequent ngrams should have more reliable plots over time. We set the weight as follows: w j =logF(t j ) where F(t j ) is the frequency of ngram t j in the selected time period.
Entropy of ngram plots. High entropy ngrams are ones with probability distributions close to a uniform distribution. Such ngrams may not be discriminatory enough to estimate document age since they were commonly used by authors across many different decades. We then set high weights for the low entropy ngrams to give them preference in the age determination process:
H max is the maximum entropy found in the selected time period, while N is the number of years within the set time period.
Kurtosis of ngram plots. Similar to the entropy, the kurtosis measure prefers ngrams with distribution plots far from uniform (e.g., spiky plots that have high values for only few years). Entropy does not consider the number of peaks neither it can differentiate between ngrams whose plots have peaks close to each other (or rather far from each other). To reflect this intuition, we use kurtosis as another weighting method that favors ngrams characterized by distributions with one high peak. The weight is now given by ( is a mean of the plot and is its standard deviation):
Skewness of ngram plots. Skewness is another way to assign weight based on the ngram's plot shape. It gives high weight 8 In general, there is less data for years in the distant past than for ones in the more recent past.
Demonstration CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore values to ngrams which suddenly increased their frequency. Such ngrams can be useful for detecting the boundary of a document's age. Skewness is calculated as ( denotes a mode):
Then the weight is given by:
Frequency-time method. The purpose of this method is to assign high weight to ngrams whose plots resemble step-like function. First, the years y min and y max when an ngram has its maximum frequency F max and the minimum frequency F min , respectively, are found in the selected time period T. Then the weight is:
Continuity-based weight. It favors ngrams with a steady increase in their occurrence over time where the weight is computed as the sum of normalized differences between ngram probabilities in adjacent years.
The final merged plot for the input text is shown to the user in the graphical format as displayed in the example displayed in Fig.  2 (using n=3 in this case). We call it creation date probability distribution plot. The year with the peak value of the plot is detected and proposed as the probable text's creation date. Fig. 3 shows five plots in a single view, each for a different value of n. As previously mentioned, computing and outputting results at once for all n values is also possible. 
Evidence Generation
Without a convincing proof automatic age estimation is not very useful, especially, for professional users who need sound evidence to trust machine generated answers. An important component of the system is then the evidence generation process. In order to provide reliable answers to the "why" question we propose various types of output. Users can analyze the returned evidences and "weight" their significance to reach the final conclusion. The following kinds of evidences are provided: (1) Contributing ngrams; (2) Peak explanation; (3) Distribution of ngram boundaries over time; and (4) Document boundary. These are described below.
Contributing Ngrams
The system can output the ranked list of ngrams together with the values of their weights to inform users which ngrams contributed the most to the age estimation when using Eq. 1. The actual weight score as well as the ngram occurrence are given to provide detailed information about the particular ngram's contribution to the estimated creation date. Example is shown in Fig. 4 for n=4. 
Peak Explanation
Second, the top-5 peaks from the creation date probability distribution plot are found and the top-5 ngrams supporting each peak are shown (Fig. 5 shows such explanation for two peaks). For each peak, the top contributing ngrams are returned by analyzing the scores of their probability distributions in the years corresponding to the peak. The contribution is estimated by Demonstration CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore multiplying the frequency of the ngram in the input text with its weight and then by dividing it by the sum of all weights. The cumulative percentage of scores for the top ngrams is also shown. Since the peaks may sometimes be very close to each other (e.g., in adjacent years or separated by a few years only) the minimum allowed peak-to-peak distance can be set.
Distribution of Ngram Boundaries over Time
Next, a separate view 10 (see Fig. 6 ) displays the number of ngrams according to the oldest or latest years of time periods in which they were frequent. In particular, a user can choose two types of the plot in this view: "by oldest year" or "by latest year" depending on the type of information to be shown (i.e., the oldest and latest year of ngrams, respectively). The corresponding plot shows then on the vertical axis the number of unique ngrams which occur in the input text and which have their oldest or latest year falling into particular year on the horizontal axis. The oldest year of an ngram is defined as the year in which the ngram has been used for the first time with the frequency higher than the preset value of the parameter . On the other hand, the latest year is the one at which the ngram has been used for the last time with the frequency higher than . With a sufficiently low value of 11 , the oldest and the latest years of an ngram can be considered as the boundaries of the time period when the ngram has been in a relatively common use. Naturally, sometimes ngram may have lower frequency than within that time period, however, for simplicity, we assume the continuity of ngram use within its left and right boundaries. This means that we reject the hypothetical situation when an ngram has been first commonly used in the past, then it become "forgotten" (i.e., unused) to later "re-emerge" again (subsequent frequent use).
When highlighting a given year (see Fig. 6 ), the system shows in a popup window the number of unique ngrams found in the target text that have the oldest (or the last) year falling into the selected year together with the data on the summed in-document count of these ngrams. The top k (k=5 by default) ngrams are also listed that have either the oldest (or the last) year equal to the investigated year. The ngrams are ordered by their in-document frequencies. 
Document Boundary
Finally, the boundaries of the text's probable age for different n values are shown on the creation date probability distribution plot (see dotted yellow lines in Fig. 2 and dotted lines for each different ngram plot in Fig. 3 ). These are selected as the minimum oldest 10 Called "Cut-off year view" in the system. 11 Currently, the value is set by the user. In the future we plan to offer automatic derivation of based on corpus-derived statistics.
and maximum latest years of all the ngrams found in the target text.
IMPLEMENTATION
To accommodate the large size of the Google Books Ngram data, we have used MapReduce framework, Apache Spark and PostgreSQL 9.3.9 with default indexing algorithm (B-tree). Scala 2.11.6 was utilized for data preprocessing and server-side programming together with the Web application framework: Play Framework 2.3.8. TypeScript 1.5 (JavaScript) was applied for client-side programming, while for UI we used the following libraries: D3.js 3.5.6, Bootstrap 3.3.2 and jQuery 2.1.3. Results are returned relatively fast, typically, within few seconds.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrate an interactive online tool for facilitating document's age inference process as well as for supporting historical document understanding. The proposed system is the first of its kind and is available online to analyze arbitrary texts. In future, we plan to perform studies involving professionals and to consider different document genres. We will also include other features such as topic-level features as well as experiment with the named entity detection and disambiguation, which coupled with knowledge bases like Wikidata 12 , can offer additional constraints for age inference.
